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INTRODUCTION

Propeller noise transmitted through the aircraft fuselage sidewall is an impor-
tant contribution to the interior noise environment of many aircraft. Understanding
this noise transmission is important for efficient prediction and control of cabin
and cockpit noise. However, substantial research conducted on fuselage noise trans-
mission (ref. I) has indicated that areas of disagreement exist between measured and
predicted transmission at low frequency (refs. I and 2). The sources of this dis-
agreement have not been adequately explained at present, and the study of possible
sources provides the subject of this paper.

The nature of the disagreement between measured and calculated noise transmis-
sion for an aircraft sidewall is illustrated in figure I. The measured results, rep-
resented by the circular symbols, were obtained during ground tests of a light air-
craft with propellers and engines operating (ref. 3). Sidewall noise reduction (NR)

was determined by subtracting the cabin noise level SPLi from the propeller noise
level on the fuselage surface SPLo. The propeller noise was measured at a position
in the propeller plane where the noise level is expected to be maximum, and the cabin
noise was measured in the propeller plane approximately 12 in. from the sidewall.
Noise reduction was determined only at the propeller blade passage frequency and
associated harmonics; operation at several engine rotational speeds resulted in the
distribution of data points shown in figure I. The overall trend of the data indi-
cates a minimum NR at frequencies from 400 to 600 Hz and an increasing NR for both
higher and lower frequencies. The transmission loss (TL) curve in figure I repre-
sents a first attempt to predict the measured results. Figure I shows that the
calculated TL and the measured NR have similar trends at the higher frequencies but
diverging trends at the lower frequencies. The focus of this paper is the identifi-
cation of factors that might explain this divergence of trends and a simplified
analysis of the effects of these factors on the trend.

An improved understanding of the factors affecting the low-frequency trends is
of general interest for several reasons. First, cabin noise levels in propeller
aircraft are often dominated by the low-frequency propeller tones. Thus, additional
insight into the parameters affecting low-frequency noise transmission loss may be
useful in the design and application of noise control methods to achieve passenger
acceptance. Second, laboratory transmission-loss testing using standard methods of
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is frequently used to evaluate
aircraft sidewalls and acoustic treatment. Results show that the measured TL in the
laboratory usually follows the trend of TL shown in figure I. Therefore, explanation
of the low-frequency trends could form the basis of new laboratory test techniques or
new methods for extrapolation of laboratory TL results to aircraft conditions.
Third, the trend of the figure 1 data has also been observed for propeller aircraft
in flight and for laboratory tests using simulated propeller noise. Improvement of
existing theoretical methods for the aforementioned experimental conditions requires
that only essential factors be included within the method and that nonessential
factors, which serve only to increase the mathematical complexity, be omitted.

The factors considered in this paper are as follows: (1) the difference between
noise reduction (NR) and transmission loss (TL); (2) the incidence angle of the noise
source; (3) the plate structural dynamic characteristics; (4) absorption in the re-
ceiving space; and (5) the effect of a nonuniform source field. The purpose of this



paper is to identify the effects of these factors on the trends shown in figure I
using simplified analysis methods.

In the development of the equations presented in the body of this report, three
features were noted that are of interest beyond the main objectives of the report,
and they are discussed in appendixes A, B, and C.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A,B,C coefficients of plate response

b rate of decay of nonuniform pressure

bo normalized rate of decay

c sound speed

Cp flexural wave speed in plate

D plate stiffness parameter

Dp propeller diameter

d plate damping force coefficient

f frequency, Hz

fc coincidence frequency, Hz

f(x) distribution function of nonuniform pressure

2 Hankel function of the second kindH0

i complex index,

k acoustic wave number

k0 normalized wave number

kI plate wave number

£ transform variable

m plate mass

NR noise reduction

P general acoustic amplitude

Pf factor for nonuniform transmission

Pi,Pr,Pt incident, reflected, and transmitted amplitudes, respectively, of acoustic
pressures



Pm magnitude of nonuniform distribution

pi,Pr,Pt incident, reflected, and transmitted acoustic pressures, respectively

p(x) nonuniform incident pressure distribution

r radius

SPLD incident wave pressure reflection factor (SPL) and difference (D) between
noise reduction and transmission loss

SPLo,SPLi sound pressure levels measured outside and inside aircraft,
respectively

TL transmission loss

t time, sec

W amplitude of plate de£1ection

w plate deflection

transform of plate deflection w (see eq. 24(a))

x,y,z geometric coordinates

xo dummy coordinate in x-direction

Zplate plate mechanical impedance (see eqs. (8) and (9))

absorption coefficient

6(0) Dirac delta function

plate damping ratio

dummy variable of integration

8 angle of incident plane wave

plate wavelength

p density of acoustic medium

circular frequency, rad/sec

_c coincidence frequency, rad/sec

=_+2 +_

_X4 _x2 _y2 _y4

A dot over a quantity indicates a derivative with respect to time.



NOISE REDUCTION FOR INCIDENT PLANE WAVES

The difference between noise reduction and transmission loss is discussed in
this section using acoustic plane waves and an infinite uniform plate. The factors
of interest are the definitions of NR and TL, sound incidence angle, plate structural
properties, frequency, and absorption. The geometry is shown in figure 2. The
acoustic pressure in the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves is, respectively,

Pi = Pi exp[ik(x cos @ + y sin @- ct)] (la)

Pr = Pr exp[ik(y sin @ - x cos @ - ct)] (Ib)

Pt = Pt exp[ik(x cos 8 + y sin @ - ct)] (lc)

The plate motion is governed by the plate equation

DV4w + d_ + mw = (Pi + Pr - Pt)x=0 (2)

If the pressures are substituted into equation (2), along with the expression for
plate displacement w,

w = W exp[i(yk sin 8 - _t)] (3)

the result is

(Dk4 sin4@ - i0_d- m_2)W = P'I+ Pr - Pt (4)

The boundary condition of displacement continuity uses the expression for acoustic
particle displacement

{iP exp[ik(x cos @ + y sin 8 - ct)] }/pkc2 (5)

When applied on the transmitted side of the plate, this results in

Pt = -ipkc2W/c°s @ (6)
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and on the incident side,

p. _ p = _ipkc2W/cos@ (7)1 r

Substituting equations (6) and (7) into (4) results in

2
{Dk4 sin4@ - me - i[_d + (2pkc2/cos 8)] }W = 2P. (8)1

or, for brevity,

. (9)
{Zplate}W = 2P1

Noise reduction is obtained from these equations as follows. Noise reduction is
defined as the difference between the noise levels on the incident and transmitting
sides of the plate. The incident noise level is determined at the plate surface in
order to provide similarity with the aircraft situation. For aircraft, the outside
noise level is usually the total noise measured at the fuselage surface because
incident and reflected components are difficult, if not impossible, to separate and
because measurements can be made on the fuselage surface. Therefore, noise reduction

is given as

NR = SPLo - SPLi (10a)

q Ipt= 20 log Ptotal 20 log -- (10b)
Pref Pref

Ptotal
= 20 log (I0c)

Pt

where

IPtotall = IPi + Pr I (11)

IPrefl acoustic reference pressure

Iptl transmitted pressure



Noise reduction can be related to transmission loss (TL) using equation (I0c) and the
definition

IPpit 12 PiTL = 10 log = 20 log _t (I2)

to obtain

NR = TL + 20 l°g IPt°tall = TL +SPLDPi (13a)

and

Ptotal
SPLD = NR - TL = 20 log (13b)

Pi

Equation (13a) is useful because it relates NR, the quantity that characterizes air-
craft noise transmission, with TL, the quantity measured in the laboratory. Expres-
sions for TL and SPLD in terms of plate and acoustic properties can be obtained
using equations (I) to (12). For TL, W can be obtained from equation (8) and sub-
stituted into equation (6); then the definition of equation (12) can be used to
obtain

TL = 10 log I + 8 + me cos n4
2pc 2pc I (14 )

mc /

With an appropriate definition of terms, the TL given by equation (14) can be shown
to reduce to previously derived results (ref. 4).

In equation (14) the damping ratio _ and the coincidence frequency _c can be
introduced, where

_ = d/12k2 sin2@_> (15)

and

2
= mc4/D- (16)c



to obtain

2 _02 2 mec cos e + - _ (17)
= + 2_-_ sin 8 2pc -_

Ptl _c We

which gives TL in terms of nondimensional parameters. As shown by equation (13b),

SPLD requires a relation between Pi and Ptotal' where Ptotal is given by equa-
tion (11). The relation can be obtained by combining equations (I) and (9), which
results in

SPLD = 20 log<211 + Zplateipc_c°s@ II (18)

Equations (17) and (18), with (8) and (13a), show that NR is a complicated function

of the plate parameters (_, _c' and m), the acoustic parameters (8 and pc), and
the circular frequency (_). The sensitivity of NR to variations of the plate and
acoustic parameters can be evaluated using these equations in order to obtain guid-
ance for prediction of NR for comparison with the aircraft results shown in figure 1.

The variation of TL with frequency ratio is shown in figure 3 for several values
of incidence angle and for a 0.040-in-thick aluminum plate vibrating in air. The
solid curves indicate TL values calculated using the complete equation (17). These
curves show that TL is very sensitive to incidence angle and frequency ratio. The
symbols shown in figure 3 represent TL values obtained using the simplified
expression

I (m_ch2[_ h2 cos2 ETL = 10 log + \-2"-_pc/ _-_e/

(19)

obtained from equation (17) by setting plate damping and stiffness to 0 and retaining
only plate mass. The figure shows that results from equation (19) are in close
agreement with the more complete equation (17) for a range of frequencies whose upper
limit depends on incidence angle e. Since the coincidence frequency _c for the
aircraft structure shown in figure I (0.040-in-thick aluminum skin) is large compared
with the frequency range of interest, the results of figure 3 indicate that the
simpler equation (19) can be used.

The expression for SPLD was also simplified by setting plate stiffness D and
damping _ to 0 in equation (8). Combining equations (8) and (18) results in

2 /2 /

2([2 + (m_ cos e>2]2pc + <m_ cos 8> }I- pc
SPLD = 20 log (20)

4 + (m_ COSpce)2
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Figure 4 presents the variations of SPLD with 8 and frequency obtained from using
equation (20). This figure shows that SPLD is sensitive to incidence angle for
large angles but is not very sensitive to frequency for 8 = 0°.

Because NR is sensitive to incidence angle, it is appropriate to examine the
incidence angles associated with the propeller data of figure I and to consider how
to include them in the calculation of NR. Impinging noise from a propeller has been
measured using microphones flush mounted in the fuselage sidewall (ref. 3). Examina-
tion of phase data for pairs of microphones led to the impingement angle model shown
in figure 5. According to this model the measured phase data for each pair of micro-
phones could be interpreted in terms of a plane wave incident on the sidewall at
angle 8. The incidence angles determined for that test are shown in figure 5 for
positions along the fuselage length. The aircraft used to obtain the incidence angle
data of figure 5 is the same aircraft used to obtain the sidewall transmission data
shown in figure I. Incidence angles obtained from figure 5 are plotted in figure 6
as a function of position along the fuselage sidewall x/D_. To calculate NR at allp
positions, the continuous curve shown in the figure has be_n fitted (approximately)
to the data. These values of 8 are used in equations (13a), (19), and (20) (along
with structural and acoustic values for a 0.040-in-thick aluminum plate in air) to
calculate noise reduction.

The noise reduction results are shown in figure 7(a) for two frequencies. The
exterior propeller noise levels obtained in the tests that led to the incidence angle
data of figure 6 are shown in figure 7(b). Figure 7(a) shows that noise reduction

varies by about 6 dB for the range of x/DD shown. Calculation of interior noise
level would require combining NR with the _xterior noise levels shown in figure 7(b).
Both the noise reduction and the exterior level are higher near the propeller plane
(x/D_ = 0) and lower at the aft position (toward x/D_ = -1.2). If the fuselage at

each value of x/DD could be assumed to behave as an infinite flat plate, then a
strip theory could-be used to calculate the transmission through the structure at

each X/Dp. In this case the variations of NR and SPLO shown in figure 7 would
suggest that noise transmitted to the interior would be nearly as much at aft cabin
positions, where the exterior noise level is lower, as at forward positions. (Most
sidewall treatments are heavier near the propeller plane in current aircraft.) The
development of a theory to account for variations of sidewall noise reduction NR and
propeller noise source SPL is beyond the scope of this paper.

For a comparison with measured results, the NR calculated for x/D_ = 0 and for
the condition where the transmitted wave is totally absorbed is shown i_ figure 8

as (NR)_=I. The overall trend of calculated NR with frequency is about the same as
for TL (fig. I), but the values are larger so that noise reduction at frequencies
above about 400 Hz lies along the upper edge of the band of data. At lower frequen-
cies NR is closer to the data than TL is, but there is still a substantial difference
from the data; also, the trend of the theory is still different from the data in that
the predicted values decrease with decreasing frequency whereas the measured values
increase.

Also shown in figure 8 is a curve labeled "NR(e)." This curve was calculated to
determine whether absorption on the transmitted Side of the plate would change the
trend of the predicted NR at low frequencies. For the model of figure 2, the trans-
mitted plane wave propagates completely away from the plate and the effective
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absorption coefficient e is I. As an approximation, the noise level on the trans-
mitted side of the plate is corrected using the relation

SPL(e) = (SPL)e= I - 10 log e (21)

The level (SPL)e= I is determined from the model of figure 2; and since e is be-

tween 0 and I, the corrected value SPL(e) will be higher than (SPL)e= I. Osing the
definition of noise reduction, equation (10a), and equation (21) for the transmitted

noise SPLi, it can be shown that

NR(e) = (NR)e= I + 10 log e (22)

where NR(e) is the noise reduction for various e and (NR)~ _ is the noise_=!
reduction for e = I. Equation (22) shows that when absorption Is less than I, the
noise reduction is decreased. The absorption values shown in figure 9 were used to
calculate the effect, and the result is shown as NR(e) in figure 8. It is apparent
that the inclusion of absorption did not improve the agreement between predicted and
measured trends at low frequency.

The results obtained using the preceding model of an infinite plate with plane
acoustic waves indicate that the magnitude of the predicted noise transmission was
sensitive to the definition of TL and NR, the sound incidence angle, cabin absorp-
tion, and the plate dynamic properties. However, the trend of predicted NR with fre-
quency remained the same and was still in disagreement with propeller test data.
This model assumed that the incident sound had the same magnitude at all positions on
the plate. Figure 7 indicated, however, that the incident sound level due to a pro-
peller is not constant over the fuselage but has a larger magnitude near the plane of
the propeller. The effect of this nonuniformity of the propeller noise field on the
low-frequency trend of predicted noise transmission is examined in the next section.

NONUNIFORM INCIDENT PRESSURE

The characteristics of the propeller noise incident on an aircraft fuselage are
different from the characteristics of the plane acoustic wave used in the preceding
analysis and of the reverberant field used in standard laboratory transmission-loss
tests. One of the characteristics of propeller noise is the higher loads near the
plane of rotation of the propeller, as indicated in figure 7(b). The following
simplified analysis is intended to explore the nature and magnitude of the effects
associated with concentration of the incident noise in a localized area.

The analysis is based on the simplified plate equation

d4w 2
D -- - me w(x) = P f(x) (23)
dx4 m



To obtain this equation, plate damping and the effects of acoustic radiation on the

plate motion have been neglected, the incident pressure Pm f(x) has been taken to
be normally incident and independent of the plate coordinate y (see fig. 10), and
the motion is simple harmonic in time. The solution is carried out using the
transforms

oo
w(£) = W(X) e-i£x dx (24a)

and

f_ i£x
w(x) = I___ w(£) e d£ (24b)

2w _

Substitution into equation (23), inversion of the solution of the resulting equation,
and integration leads to the solution

w(x) iP eik0x f_ -ik0n -k0x __ _ k0_ nl= 4_031 -_ f(_) e d_ + ie oof(_) e d (25)

4 2
where k0.= me /D and the solution applies in the range x - D > 0. Further solu-
tion requlres specification of the incident pressure distribution f(n). As a check,
this equation can be shown to reduce to a solution given in reference 5 for the case
f(n) = _(0), with x > 0, where _(0) is the Dirac delta function. To investigate a
range of distributions, f(_) is taken in the form

f(n) = e-bl_l (26)

Substitution into equation (25) leads to the solution

ik01xlk01xl)W(X) = Ae-blxl + Be + Ce (27)

4k0

where

-4ik_ 2b 2ib
= = =

A b4 4 B b2 2 C b2 2 (28)
- k0 + k0 - k0

10



This plate motion can be used to find the transmitted acoustic pressure using the
relation

/ °I ip 2 w(x ) H (kr) dx (29)
p(x,z)= -_ -_ o o

2 is thewhere p(x,z) is the transmitted pressure, w(xo) is the plate motion, H0
Hankel function of the second kind, and r2 = (x - Xo)2 + z2. Substitution of w
from equation (27) into equation (29) leads to integrals for which general solutions
have not yet been found. A closed-form solution has been found only for the position
x = z = 0 on the transmitted side of the plate. This position is directly opposite
the maximum of the incident pressure and can be expected to have the maximum trans-
mitted pressure. For this case the solution, written in terms of noise reduction NR,
is

I P I -- 20logIPfl (30)NR = 20 log p(0,0) = 20 log mepc

where

2 _1 + i + in k 1-i + _ in bok I + o I _ - bo

Pf = +

- ,lJ + I l+

2
+ (31)

and

bo = blk0 k I = k0/k (0 < k < k0) (32)

As indicated by equation (26), b is the rate of decrease of the incident pressure
in the x-direction. If the incident pressure is a constant, then b = 0, bO = O,
and equation (30) reduces to

NR = 20 log m_ (33)
pc

11



Equation (33) can be understood by reference to equations (13a), (19), and (20).
From equation (20), a wave normally incident on a plate with a large value of me/pc
will result in

SPLD = 20 log 2 (34)

Combining this result with equations (13a) and (19) leads to

NR = 10 log[1 + (m_/2pc)2] + 20 log 2 (35)

A rederivation of equation (13a) shows that the term "I" in equation (35) results
from the effect of acoustic radiation on plate motion. Neglect of acoustic radiation
(neglecting the "1") reduces equation (35) to equation (33). Thus, equation (33)
represents the noise reduction for a normally incident wave on a plate having high
resistance me/pc, derived without the effect of acoustic radiation on the plate mo-

tion. It follows that the term "-20 log IPfl" in equation (30) is a correction term
for the effect of a nonuniform incident pressure.

Equation (27) shows that the plate motion has three components: a component

-blxl; a term that decaysthat decays at the same rate as the incident pressure_ e at
" _koIx! iko/xl

a rate determined by the plate wave number k0, e ; and a wave term, e .
Equation (31) shows that the correction term depends on the three parameters b0,
kl, and their product bokI. From equation (32), bo is the ratio of acoustic wave
number to plate wave number, and bokI is the ratio of incident pressure decay rate
b to acoustic wave number k. Thus, the correction for nonuniform incident pressure
depends not only on the incident pressure distribution but also on the plate dynamics

through k0, and also on the acoustic dynamics through k.

The plate and acoustic dynamic parameters enter through the relations

k0 = 2_/lp = _/Cp (36a)

4 2
k0 = me /D (36b)

k = _/c (36c)

fc = <c2_)/2_ (36d)

The coincidence frequency fc is the frequency at which the singularity occurs in
pf, as shown in equation (31). This frequency corresponds to the coincidence fre-
quency of reference 4. The variati6n of noise reduction with frequency is shown in

12



figure 11 for a O.040-in-thick aluminum plate vibrating in air. Figure 11 shows that

for small values of bo, the noise reduction has small values at low frequency and
increases with increasing frequency, and the curve resembles those for incident plane

waves such as those shown in figure 3. Small values of bo correspond to incident
pressure that has nearly uniform distribution and decays slowly compared with the

plate decaying component. For larger values of bo, the shape of the curves changes
and a trend of increasing NR with decreasing frequency appears. The values of noise
reduction also increase to quite large values that are not usually associated with a
plate of only 0.040 in. thickness. This behavior of NR at low frequency is associ-
ated with the concentration of the incident pressure over a small region, resulting

in a large value of b compared with the plate parameter k0, and is distinct from
the low-frequency stiffness-controlled behavior (ref. 4) usually associated with
boundary-condition effects on a stiff plate.

The above equations have been used for the prediction of aircraft results such
as those shown in figure I. In this calculation, equation (30) was modified to
account (approximately) for acoustic radiation effects by the change

20 log m___+pc 20 log<1 + m_l (37)

The form of bo used for this calculation was based on measured structural dynamic
properties of the aircraft presented in reference 6 and on observed acceleration be-
havior of the sidewall components (ref. 7). It has been observed (for example, see
ref. 7) that the accelerations of fuselage skin panels at low frequencies are about
the same as the accelerations of the adjacent stiffener members. Based on this ob-
servation it is assumed that panels and stiffeners have the same vibrational wave-
length. Modal distributions measured primarily on stiffeners are presented in
reference 6 for modal frequencies from 61 to 189 Hz. Observations of the wavelengths
associated with these modes suggest that the measured wavelengths can be represented
approximately by the relation

1 = 26/Vf (38)
P

Examination of the propeller noise field for tests such as those leading to the data
in figure I suggests that the exponential distribution (eq. (26)) is a rough approxi-

mation to the propeller data for b = 2.42. The parameter bo was therefore repre-
sented by

26

b = blp/2n = 2.42 -- (39)o 2_-.

With these approximations, equations (30) and (31) were used to predict noise reduc-

tion. Figure 12 shows that the noise reduction for a nonuniform source (NRNu) is
within the range of the test data at frequencies below about 300 Hz, and comparison
with figure 8 shows that NRNu is substantially larger in magnitude and has a dif-
ferent trend with frequency compared with predicted NR for a uniform incident field.

13



These results along with the results shown in figure 11 indicate that the nonunifor-

mity of the incident field can have a substantial effect on the predicted noise

reduction, and the effects tend to bring predicted results into closer agreement with

trends of measured noise reduction at low frequencies for an aircraft with engines
and propellers in operation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents an analysis of some factors that influence the noise trans-
mission through an aircraft sidewall and evaluates the effects of the factors on
differences between laboratory transmission loss (TL) results and propeller aircraft
noise reduction (NR) results. The factors considered include the difference between

TL and NR, incidence angles of the source noise, plate structural dynamic character-
istics, absorption in the receiving space (aircraft cabin), and the effect of a non-
uniform source noise distribution (representing a propeller noise field). Approxi-
mate analysis methods were used because the objective of this paper involved determi-
nation, in a qualitative sense, of the influence of the aforementioned factors on the
trend of NR with frequency at low frequencies. A model consisting of acoustic plane
waves incident on an infinite flat plate was used to evaluate TL versus NR, incidence
angle, plate properties, and cabin absorption. The results indicate that these fac-
tors had significant effects on noise transmission but did not account for the diver-
gence observed between measured and predicted trends of noise transmission at low
frequencies.

The model used to evaluate the effect of nonuniform source noise distribution

consisted of an infinite flat panel acted on by a (normal) pressure having an expo-
nentially decaying magnitude along one coordinate and a constant value along the
other. Results from the application of this model showed that transmitted noise was
a complicated function of combined plate and acoustic parameters. In particular, the
effect of the nonuniform distribution of incident noise was to change the trend of
noise reduction at low frequency from decreasing to increasing with decreasing fre-
quency, thus bringing the predicted trend into better agreement with the trend of
measured results for a propeller aircraft. This phenomenon has not been reported
previously and is entirely independent of low-frequency stiffness-controlled effects
associated with boundary-condition effects on stiff plates. Estimated magnitudes of
the effect for the airplane properties of interest indicated that noise transmission
values were in the range of the measured results and were much higher (30 dB) than
values usually associated with structures such as the aircraft sidewalls. In gen-
eral, these results indicate that source noise distribution, as well as incidence or
phase angle, has an important effect on noise transmission and should be included in
analytical models for propeller aircraft.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
January 16, 1986
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APPENDIX A

APPROXIMATE TL EQUATION

Approximate equations are frequently of use for the prediction of field-
incidence transmission loss. The exact result is obtained by numerical integration
over incidence angle of transmission expressions such as equation (14) or equa-
tion (19). The result of such an integration as described in reference 8 is shown in

figure 13 as field-incidence mass law (TLfield) along with curves of TL for individ-
ual values of incidence angle. It has been observed (ref. 4) that the TLfield
curve lies approximately parallel to and 5 dB below the curve for 8 = 0°. The
simplified equation recommended by reference 4 is therefore

TLfield = (TL)@=0 - 5 dB (AI)

where normal incidence TL is found from

fm ,,2](TL)@=0 = 10 log I + \2--_pC/J (A2)

These equations are restricted to values of (TL)8=0 not less than 15 dB, and it can
be seen that equation (At) produces negative values of TLfield for small frequen-
cies. Figure 13 shows also that the curve for TLfield lies between the TL curves
for @ = 45° and 60 °, and somewhat closer to the curve for @ = 60 °. This observa-
tion suggests that an approximate formula could be obtained by using a single value
of 8. Since mass law results are reasonably accurate for low frequency, use of

equation (19) with @ = 8field is suggested:

i (m c 2f\2 d]TLfield = 10 log + \2_pc/_c_ c°s2@fiel (A3)

Calculation shows that @field = 55° provides a reasonable fit of equation (A3) with
the exact TLfield curve shown in figure 13. Equation (A3) is as easy to use as
equations (At) and (A2), does not produce negative values at any frequency, and is
therefore proposed as an approximate equation for calculation of field-incidence
transmission loss.
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APPENDIX B

SURFACE REFLECTION CORRECTION

The relation between free-field incident source noise and sound pressure exerted

on a structural surface in the noise field is of interest. For example, empirical

methods for the prediction of propeller noise pressures on an aircraft fuselage

(ref. 9) combine free-field propeller noise with an empirical reflection-correction

factor based on measured results. The reflection correction used in reference 9 is
shown in figure 14(a). The equations derived in the body of this report can be used

to calculate the reflection effects. Specifically, the factor SPLD as defined by
equation (13b), which gives the ratio in decibels of total surface pressure to inci-
dent pressure, is the amount that would be added to incident SPL to obtain SPL on
the surface. It is therefore directly comparable to the empirical reflection correc-
tion shown in figure 14(a).

Equation (18) shows that SPLD is a function of frequency, acoustic impedance
pc, incidence angle 8, and plate dynamics through Z - - . Values of SPLD can bep±ate
calculated using the simplified expression in equation (20), obtained by setting
plate stiffness and damping to 0. Equation (20) can be evaluated in the limit as

me becomes infinite to obtain SPLD = 6 dB. This result applies for all angles of
incidence and is a check of the validity of equation (20) since the same 6-dB pres-
sure increase can be obtained by the method of images for the case of a rigid bound-
ary. For a plate that is not rigid, however, the pressure reflection factor depends
on the angle of incidence as well as on plate mass, frequency, and acoustic impedance
pc. Equation (20) has been evaluated for a 0.040-in-thick aluminum plate vibrating
in air at sea level conditions. The results, shown in figure 4, indicate that the
reflection factor is nearly 6 dB for near-normal incidence and most frequencies, but
it decreases to 0 at 90° incidence. This result shows that the dynamics of the re-

flecting surface can have an important effect on the surface pressure since SPLD is
6 dB for a rigid surface but is 0 for a nonrigid surface (at 90° incidence).

Values of SPLD can be compared with the empirical curve in figure 14(a), but
only qualitatively since the dynamics of the reflecting surface used to obtain the

empirical curve are not known. Equation (20) gives SPLD in terms of incidence
angle, but the empirical reflection factors are presented in figure 14 as a function
of normalized distance from the propeller plane, rather than incidence angle. To
relate distance and incidence angles, measured results for apparent incidence direc-
tions and distance, shown in figure 6, are used. The curve in figure 6, which was
calculated based on a point source, is used to interpolate between data points. This

curve was used together with the factor SPLD given by equation (20) to determine

SPLD as a function of position, X/Dp_ The result is shown in figure 14(b) for
comparison with the empirical values glven by reference 9. Both the calculated and
empirical curves have the same general character, having a maximum value near the
propeller plane of rotation and reduced values with increasing distance from the
propeller plane. This result suggests that the nonrigidity of the reflecting surface
influenced the measured magnitude of the pressure increment due to reflection.
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APPENDIX C

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

The equations derived for the nonuniform incident pressure indicate that the
noise transmission depends strongly on the interaction between the plate dynamics

through the factor k0 = and the incident pressure (through the decay ratio
factor b). Figure 11 shows that large increases of noise reduction occur with in-

creases of bo = b/k0. This result suggests that stiffer plates, having a larger
ratio of stiffness to mass D/m and therefore larger bo, might transmit less noise
than less stiff plates. Increased stiffness might be obtained by use of composites
such as graphite-epoxy material in place of metal. Some previous studies (ref. 10)
indicate that plates constructed of advanced composite materials, such as graphite
fibers in an epoxy matrix, may have lower transmission loss than equivalent aluminum
plates. Factors affecting the relative noise transmission include plate mass and
stiffness and the characteristics of the incident sound. Previous studies used inci-
dent plane waves with uniform distribution over the plate. The equations derived in
this paper use the equivalent of a normally incident wave with a magnitude that
varies over the plate. These results suggest that composite panels might have a
noise reduction benefit for localized noise sources, such as propellers.
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